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TRANSITION HOUSING RULES AND REGULATIONS 

FOR THE VILLAGES AT TREASURE ISLAND 

 

I. GENERAL 

A. Background 

These Transition Housing Rules and Regulations for The Villages at Treasure Island 

(“Transition Housing Rules and Regulations”) reflect the decision of the Treasure Island 

Development Authority Board of Directors (“TIDA Board”) to implement certain 

recommendations made by the Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San Francisco 

(“City”) in Resolution No. 699-06 (the “Term Sheet Resolution”).  Definitions used in these 

Transition Housing Rules and Regulations are provided in Appendix 4 for reference.   

During World War II, Naval Station Treasure Island (“NSTI”) was used as a center for receiving, 

training, and dispatching service personnel.  

 After the war, NSTI was used primarily as a naval training and administrative center.  In 1993, 

Congress and the President selected NSTI for closure and disposition by the Base Realignment 

and Closure Commission acting under Public Law 101-510, 10 U.S.C. § 2687 and its subsequent 

amendments (“BRAC”).  The Department of Defense subsequently designated the City as the 

Local Reuse Authority responsible for the conversion of NSTI to civilian use under the federal 

disposition process. 

The City opted to negotiate for the transfer of NSTI under the Base Closure Community 

Redevelopment and Homeless Assistance Act of 1994 (Pub. Law 103-421) (the “Base 

Redevelopment Act”) amending BRAC, under which certain portions of NSTI would be set 

aside for homeless assistance programs in a manner that balances the economic development 

needs of the redevelopment process.  A consortium of nonprofit organizations is providing a 

variety of services to the formerly homeless (currently, Catholic Charities, Community Housing 

Partnership, Rubicon Programs, Swords for Ploughshares, and Walden House), organized as the 

Treasure Island Homeless Development Initiative (“TIHDI”), to coordinate the homeless 

assistance programs to be provided under the Base Redevelopment Act. 

In anticipation of base closure and following a public planning process, the Mayor, the 

Board of Supervisors, and the Planning Commission endorsed a Draft Base Reuse Plan for NSTI 

in 1996 outlining opportunities, constraints, policy goals, and recommendations for the 

redevelopment of NSTI.  The City entered into an agreement with TIHDI in 1996 to develop and 

implement the homeless component under the Base Reuse Plan, which includes the right to 

temporary use of former military housing at NSTI and permanent housing through the base 

redevelopment process.  The City formed Treasure Island Development Authority (“TIDA”) as a 

redevelopment agency under California redevelopment law and designated TIDA as the City’s 
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Local Reuse Authority for NSTI as authorized under the Treasure Island Conversion Act of 1997 

(Assembly Bill No. 699, Stats. 1997, ch. 898).   

TIDA initiated formal negotiations with the Navy in 1997, the same year the Navy 

formally closed base operations at NSTI.  Also in 1997, the Navy contracted with the City (and 

subsequently, TIDA) to manage the property pending negotiations for its transfer and 

redevelopment.  As part of managing NSTI on behalf of the Navy, TIDA began subleasing at 

market rates a portion of the former military housing now known as The Villages at Treasure 

Island (“The Villages”) through a master lease with The John Stewart Company, and directly 

leasing space to a variety of commercial tenants.  The master leases, the Residential Leases for 

Villages units, and commercial leases are interim pending the Navy’s transfer of NSTI to TIDA 

for redevelopment and reuse.     

TIDA selected Treasure Island Community Development, LLC (“TICD”) in 2003 for 

exclusive negotiations for the master redevelopment of NSTI.  The Board of Supervisors adopted 

the Term Sheet Resolution in 2006, endorsing the Development Plan and Term Sheet for the 

Redevelopment of Naval Station Treasure Island (as updated and endorsed by the TIDA Board of 

Directors and the Board of Supervisors in 2010, the “Development Plan”), conditioned on 

completion of environmental review under the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”), 

an extensive community review process, and endorsement by the Treasure Island/Yerba Buena 

Island Citizen’s Advisory Board and the TIDA Board.  The Development Plan will serve as the 

basis for a Development and Disposition Agreement between TIDA and TICD (as amended, the 

“DDA”), which will govern their respective rights and obligations for the redevelopment of 

certain portions of NSTI if approved by the TIDA Board and the Board of Supervisors after 

completion of CEQA review.  In the Term Sheet Resolution, the Board of Supervisors 

recommended that the TIDA Board create a transition program setting forth terms by which 

existing residents of NSTI could have the opportunity to rent at reduced rents or buy newly-

constructed units on Treasure Island.  

Consistent with Assembly Bill No. 699, the Development Plan specifies that all of the 

former military housing on the NSTI (except certain historic buildings) eventually will be 

demolished.  As outlined in the Development Plan, TIDA and TICD intend to phase 

redevelopment so that new housing can be built on NSTI before demolishing most of the existing 

residential structures as follows.   

▪ Redevelopment of Yerba Buena Island is planned as part of the first phase of the 

redevelopment project, requiring demolition of existing Yerba Buena Island 

housing to be among TICD’s first development activities.  Transitioning 

Households on Yerba Buena Island affected by the early phases of redevelopment 

will be offered Existing Units on Treasure Island through Interim Moves. 

▪ Demolition of the housing on Treasure Island is proposed to occur in the later 

phases of the redevelopment project.  But some Transitioning Households may be 

asked to make Long-Term Moves in earlier phases as new housing becomes 

available for occupancy. 
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B. Purpose 

These Transition Housing Rules and Regulations: 

▪ are designed to ensure that eligible Villages Households who satisfy all 

qualifications of Transitioning Households under Section II.A (Determination of 

Household Eligibility for Transition Benefits) receive housing opportunities consistent with the 

Term Sheet Resolution;  

▪ describe benefits below (“Transition Benefits”) that are available only to 

Transitioning Households;   

▪ specify the eligibility criteria for Transitioning Households to receive Transition 

Benefits; and 

▪ outline the procedures by which Transitioning Households will be offered 

Transition Benefits, including the opportunity to occupy new housing to be built 

on TI. 

C. Limits of Applicability 

The Transition Benefits under these Transition Rules and Regulations:  

▪ apply only to Transitioning Households required to move to accommodate 

redevelopment of NSTI in accordance with the DDA; 

▪ do not apply if TIDA must relocate Villages and TIHDI residents due to disaster 

or other event affecting living conditions on NSTI, except as specifically set forth 

herein; and  

▪ do not apply to:  

o Villages Households that do not satisfy all qualifications of Transitioning 

Households under Section II.A (Determination of Household Eligibility for 

Transition Benefits); or 

o residents in housing managed by TIHDI member organizations, who will have 

the opportunity to move to new supportive housing that TIHDI will develop 

under the proposed Amended and Restated Base Closure Homeless Assistance 

Agreement; or 

o TIDA’s commercial tenants.  
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D. Overview and Program Framework 

Two types of moves affecting Transitioning Households are anticipated as NSTI is 

redeveloped: 

▪ Interim Moves, in which a Transitioning Household moves from one Existing 

Unit in The Villages to another Villages Existing Unit on Treasure Island 

following receipt of a Notice to Move.  An example of this would be a move from 

an Existing Unit in an area proposed for redevelopment in an early phase to an 

Existing Unit on Treasure Island.  Most Transitioning Households will not be 

asked to make an Interim Move.   

▪ Long-Term Moves, in which a Transitioning Household moves from one of the 

Existing Units to a newly-constructed Dwelling on Treasure Island.  All 

Transitioning Households (including those that previously made an Interim Move) 

will have the opportunity to make this move. 

Key elements of these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations are: 

▪ All Transitioning Households that receive a Notice to Move for either an Interim 

Move or a Long-Term Move will be eligible for Transition Benefits under these 

Transition Housing Rules and Regulations.   

▪ NSTI residents who move off-Island before they receive a Notice to Move and an 

offer of Transition Benefits are not Transitioning Households and will not be 

eligible for Transition Benefits.   

▪ All Transitioning Households will have the opportunity to remain on Treasure 

Island.  No eligible Transitioning Household will be required to move before 

receiving an offer of Transition Benefits. 

▪ Transitioning Households will have an opportunity to select one of the three 

Transition Benefit Options described in these Transition Housing Rules and 

Regulations: 

o the Transition Unit Option to move into rental housing on Treasure Island 

(See Article V (Description of Transition Unit Option)); 

o the In-Lieu Payment Option for a lump sum payment upon moving off-Island 

(See Article VI (Description of In-Lieu Payment Option)); or  

o the Unit Purchase Assistance Option for down payment assistance in the 

purchase of a newly-constructed Dwelling on NSTI (See Article VII 

(Description of Unit Purchase Assistance Option)). 
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▪ Moving assistance will be provided to Transitioning Households that: 

o make Interim Moves to other Existing Units on Treasure Island; or 

o select the Transition Unit Option and make Long-Term Moves from their 

Existing Units to new Transition Units. 

▪ A Premarketing Window to purchase newly-constructed Dwellings on NSTI will 

be available to:  

o all Transitioning Households in Existing Units before they have selected a 

Transition Benefit; and 

o Post-Transition Tenants that selected the In-Lieu Payment Option and 

received an In-Lieu Payment. 

▪ Any resident of The Villages who moves onto NSTI after the DDA Effective Date 

will be a Post-DDA Tenant under these Transition Housing Rules and 

Regulations.  Post-DDA Tenants who by definition do not qualify for an 

exception under Section II.A.1 (Defined Terms for Determining Eligibility) are 

ineligible for Transition Benefits, but will be offered transition advisory services 

when required to move. 

E. Effective Date 

These Transition Housing Rules and Regulations will be effective on the date the DDA 

becomes effective (the “DDA Effective Date”), if the DDA is approved by the TIDA Board and 

the Board of Supervisors after completion of CEQA review. 

II.  ELIGIBILITY 

A. Determination of Household Eligibility for Transition Benefits 

The first step in determining whether a Villages Household is eligible for Transition Benefits is 

determining the status of the Household, based on the criteria below. 

 Only Transitioning Households are eligible for Transition Benefits.  Transition Benefits are 

offered to each Transitioning Household as a Household and not to individual members of the 

Household.   

1. Defined Terms for Determining Eligibility.  TIDA will determine the 

members of a Transitioning Household based on the following definitions: 

a. “Existing Unit” means a Dwelling located on NSTI that is occupied 

by a Transitioning Household as its primary Dwelling before receipt of a First Notice to Move or 

an Interim Notice to Move. 
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b. “Good Standing” means that TIDA does not have grounds for 

eviction as described in Section XII.A (Eviction). 

c. “Household” means an individual, or two or more individuals, related 

or unrelated, who live together in an Existing Unit as their primary Dwelling, or one or more 

families occupying a single Existing Unit as their primary Dwelling, including: (i) all adult 

Household members who are named in the Residential Lease; (ii) minor children in the 

Household; and (iii) the spouse or registered domestic partner of a Household member.  Under 

these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations, all occupants of a single Existing Unit 

constitute a single Household, and a Household may include both Post-DDA Tenants and 

members of a Transitioning Household. 

d. “Post-DDA Tenant” means a resident who moves onto NSTI after the 

DDA Effective Date, except as follows: (i) a spouse or registered domestic partner of a member 

of a Transitioning Household; (ii) a minor child of a member of a Transitioning Household; and 

(iii) a live-in caregiver for a member of a Transitioning Household who has been approved by 

TIDA or its agent to reside in the Existing Unit.  Persons in categories (i) and (ii) above will only 

be considered a member of a Transitioning Household if the Household notified TIDA in writing 

of the new Household member, and requested that the Person's name be added to the Residential 

Lease at the time that the Household member joined the Household, or, if that Person became a 

member of the Household after TIDA's most recent notice of annual change in base rent under 

the Residential Lease.  

e. “Residential Lease” means the lease agreement, including any 

addenda, under which a Transitioning Household or a Post-DDA Tenant lawfully occupies an 

Existing Unit, or under which an employer provides employee housing for employees working 

on NSTI.  

f. “Transitioning Household” means a Villages Household consisting 

of residents who: (i) lawfully occupied an Existing Unit in The Villages as its primary Dwelling 

on the DDA Effective Date as evidenced by each adult resident’s signature on the Residential 

Lease and each minor child identified as an occupant in the Residential Lease; (ii) continue to 

live in an Existing Unit until the Household receives a First Notice to Move for a Long-Term 

Move or accepts an In-Lieu Payment or Down Payment Assistance; and (iii) remain in Good 

Standing under its Residential Lease until the Household receives a First Notice to Move for a 

Long Term Move or accepts an In-Lieu Payment or Down Payment Assistance.  A Transitioning 

Household specifically excludes the following: (A) any Person or Household in Unlawful 

Occupancy of the Existing Unit; (B) any Post-DDA Tenant in the Household; (C) any Person 

who occupies an Existing Unit under an arrangement with a business entity that has entered into 

a Residential Lease with TIDA; and (D) any Person who occupies the Existing Unit solely for the 

purpose of obtaining Transition Benefits. 

g. “Unlawful Occupancy” means: (i) a Person or Household has been 

ordered to move by a valid court order; (ii) the Person’s or Household’s tenancy has been 

lawfully terminated, if the termination was not undertaken for the purpose of evading the 

obligations of these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations; or (iii) a Person is not listed on 
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the Residential Lease, except for a: (x) spouse or registered domestic partner of a member of a 

Transitioning Household; (y) minor child of a member of a Transitioning Household; or (z) live-

in caregiver for a member of a Transitioning Household who has been approved by TIDA or 

TIDA's agent to reside in the unit, provided that Persons in categories (x) and (y) have met the 

requirements to be considered a Post-DDA Tenant. 

h. “Force Majeure Household” means a Household that is not a Post 

DDA Household and is not in Unlawful Occupancy is required by TIDA or any other agency to 

move from an Existing Unit off of NSTI as a result of a natural disaster or other condition that 

makes the Existing Unit uninhabitable prior to the Household receiving a First Notice to Move.    

2. TIDA Records of Eligibility.  Based on information available to TIDA, 

including information provided by Villages Households during and in follow-up to interviews 

under Section III.B (Interview Households and Offer Advisory Services), TIDA will maintain 

records indicating which members of each Villages Household constitute an eligible 

Transitioning Household and which members are Post-DDA Tenants or otherwise not qualified 

for Transition Benefits.   

B. Ineligible Residents 

1. Post-DDA Tenants.  Post-DDA Tenants are ineligible for Transition Benefits. 

 A Post-DDA Tenant may be a resident in an Existing Unit in which other residents constitute a 

Transitioning Household.  Post-DDA Tenants will be eligible only for transition advisory 

services under these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations; provided, however, that 

notwithstanding any other provisions of these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations, Post-

DDA Tenants residing in an Existing Unit as of the effective date of the Second Amendment of 

these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations (December 11, 2019; the “Amendment Date”) 

are eligible to apply for occupancy in newly constructed governmental housing program units and 

will receive a priority preference for such units after Transitioning Households and subject to 

income eligibility for such unit.  

2. Unlawful Occupancy.  A resident in Unlawful Occupancy of an Existing Unit 

is ineligible for Transition Benefits or advisory services under these Transition Housing Rules 

and Regulations.   

III. TRANSITION NOTICES AND PROCEDURES 

A. First Notice to Move  

1. Delivery of First Notice to Move.  TIDA will deliver a First Notice to Move to 

each affected Household before the Household is required to move to facilitate the ongoing 

redevelopment of NSTI.   

2. Time of Notice.  The First Notice to Move will be delivered: (a) no less than 

90 days before the date by which an Interim Move must occur; and (b) no less than 120 days 

before the date by which a Long-Term Move must occur. 
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3. Contents of Notice.  The First Notice to Move will state:  

a. whether the move will be an Interim Move or a Long-Term Move;  

b. TIDA’s intent to terminate the Residential Lease for the Existing Unit 

on a specified date, by which the Household will be required to move; 

c. whether TIDA records: (i) list any or all of the members of the 

Household as an eligible Transitioning Household; or (ii) indicate that any members of the 

Household are Post-DDA Tenants or are otherwise ineligible for Transition Benefits; 

d. if TIDA records indicate that any members of the Household are or 

may be a Transitioning Household: (i) additional information or verifications necessary to 

determine eligibility as a Transitioning Household; (ii) a general description of the Transition 

Benefits that a Transitioning Household may receive under these Transition Housing Rules and 

Regulations; (iii) additional steps a Transitioning Household must take to secure Transition 

Benefits, such as setting up an interview to provide TIDA with the information necessary to 

complete income certification requirements and determine the composition of the Transitioning 

Household; and (iv) the time-frame for setting up the informational interview to establish the 

Transitioning Household’s housing needs and certify Household Income;  

e. if TIDA records indicate that the entire Household (or any member of 

the Household) is not a Transitioning Household but is a Post-DDA Tenant, information 

regarding advisory services available to Post-DDA Tenants and on the Household’s opportunity 

to present information demonstrating its eligibility as a Transitioning Household;  

f. contact information for questions about the notice or process; and 

g. that the notice and all future notices will be translated into a language 

understood by the Household if the Household notifies TIDA that the Household does not 

include an adult fluent in English.  

B. Interview Household and Offer Advisory Services 

1. Schedule Interview.  After the First Notice to Move is delivered, TIDA will 

contact each Household to set up interviews.  TIDA will provide sufficient advance notice and 

scheduling flexibility to enable each adult in the Household (except those in Unlawful 

Occupancy of the Existing Unit) to be interviewed, so that TIDA can obtain required information 

and provide advisory services described below.  

2. Advisory Services for Transitioning Households:    

a. The interviews will enable TIDA to: (i) describe and explain any 

applicable eligibility requirements for the specific Transition Benefits available to the 

Transitioning Household under these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations; (ii) advise and 

assist the Transitioning Household in evaluating its housing needs; (iii) identify any special needs 

for that Transitioning Household; (iv) assist each Transitioning Household to complete 
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applications for Transition Benefits; and (v) ensure that no Transitioning Household will be 

required to move from an Existing Unit without an opportunity to relocate to a Transition Unit, 

except in the case of: (A) an Interim Move; (B) a major disaster as defined in § 102(2) of the 

federal Disaster Relief Act of 1974; (C) a state of emergency declared by the President of the 

United States or the Governor of the State of California; or (D) any other emergency that requires 

the Household to move immediately from the Existing Unit because continued occupancy of the 

Existing Unit by the Household constitutes a substantial danger to the health or safety, or both, of 

the Household. 

b. For Long-Term Moves only: (i) the Transitioning Household must 

begin the process of determining Household Income; and (ii) to qualify for an income-restricted 

Transition Unit under Sections V.E.1, V.E.2, or V.E.3 (Calculation of Base Monthly Rental 

Cost), Household Income of the entire Transitioning Household must be certified, subject to 

third-party verification.  For all Households, TIDA will use the then-current Tenant Income 

Certification Form published by the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee to determine 

Household Income.  A copy of the current form is attached as Appendix 1. 

c. If all adult members of a Transitioning Household do not consent to be 

interviewed or do not provide all of the required information requested during or within 30 days 

after the interview, TIDA will be entitled to rely solely on the limited information provided in 

response to the interview and contained in its records relating to the Household when making its 

determination about eligibility for Transition Benefits.   

3. Advisory Services for Post-DDA Tenants.  The interviews will enable TIDA 

to offer the following advisory services to Post-DDA Tenants: (a) assist in evaluating their 

housing needs and any special needs; (b) provide references to providers of special needs 

services and other housing in San Francisco; and (c) provide a Household with the opportunity to 

present information to TIDA to support a claim of eligibility for Transition Benefits. 

C. Second Notice to Move 

1. Time and Contents of Second Notice to Move.  No less than 60 days before a 

Household is required to move, TIDA will deliver a Second Notice to Move.  The Second Notice 

to Move will state: 

a. TIDA’s determination of whether the Household is an eligible 

Transitioning Household; 

b. which members of the Household, if any, are Post-DDA Tenants, in 

Unlawful Occupancy, or otherwise ineligible for Transition Benefits;  

c. the actual date by which the move must be complete (the “Move 

Date”); and 

d. the options available to the Transitioning Household under these 

Transition Rules and Regulations. 
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D. Selection of a Transition Benefit  

After receipt of the Second Notice to Move, each Transitioning Household will be 

required to make certain decisions about Transition Benefits. 

1. Transition Benefit Options for Long-Term Moves.  For Long-Term Moves, 

the Second Notice to Move will offer each Transitioning Household a choice of: 

a. the Transition Unit Option to move into a Transition Unit in a 

specifically identified new building on TI, with the number of bedrooms, initial rent, and long-

term rent protection as described in Article V (Description of Transition Unit Option); 

b. the In-Lieu Payment Option to receive an In-Lieu Payment, calculated 

in accordance with Article VI (Description of In-Lieu Payment Option); or 

c. the Unit Purchase Assistance Option to receive Down Payment 

Assistance calculated in accordance with Article VII (Description Unit Purchase Assistance 

Option), but only if new for-sale units are then available for purchase and the Transitioning 

Household can demonstrate that it can close escrow on the purchase of and move into a new 

Dwelling on NSTI before the Move Date. 

2. Options for Interim Moves.  For Interim Moves, the Second Notice to Move 

will offer each Transitioning Household a choice of the following options: 

a. the right to occupy an Existing Unit on Treasure Island with the 

number of bedrooms and initial rent calculated in accordance with Article IV (Interim Moves); 

or 

b. the option to receive an In-Lieu Payment in accordance with 

Article VI (In-Lieu Payment Option). 

3. Written Notice to TIDA of Selection.  For both Long-Term Moves and Interim 

Moves, the Transitioning Household’s selection may be made by delivering written notice to 

TIDA, signed by each adult member of the Transitioning Household at any time up to 45 days 

before the Move Date. 

4. Transitioning Household Entitled to Single Transition Benefit.  Each 

Transitioning Household receiving a Long Term Move Notice is entitled to only one of the 

Transition Benefits described in Article V (Transition Unit Option), Article VI (In-Lieu 

Payment Option), and Article VII (Unit Purchase Assistance Option).  As a condition to receipt 

of the selected Transition Benefit, each member of the Transitioning Household will be required 

to waive all other Transition Benefits under these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations. 

E. Complete the Move 

1. Eligibility for Moving Assistance.  Moving assistance to cover the costs of 

moving the Household will be provided to every Transitioning Household that makes an Interim 
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Move from an Existing Unit on NSTI to another Existing Unit on TI and/or a Long-Term Move 

from an Existing Unit on NSTI to a Transition Unit.  Moving assistance is not provided to: 

(a) Transitioning Households that receive the In-Lieu Payment Option or Down Payment 

Assistance; (b) Post-DDA Tenants; (c) Persons in Unlawful Occupancy of their Existing Unit; or 

(d) other Persons ineligible for Transition Benefits. 

2. Actual Costs.  A Transitioning Household will be compensated for Actual 

Reasonable Moving Expenses incurred in moving the Household for an Interim Move to an 

Existing Unit or a Long-Term Move to a Transition Unit.  Costs that may be included in a claim 

for Actual Reasonable Moving Expenses are listed in Article VIII.B (Moving Assistance). 

3. Moving Allowance Alternative.  A Transitioning Household that is eligible to 

be reimbursed for Actual Reasonable Moving Expenses may elect instead to receive a Moving 

Expense Allowance that will be determined according to a schedule established by TIDA, based 

on a moving expense allowance determined in accordance with established federal Highway 

Administration schedules maintained by the California Department of Transportation.  The 

current schedule is shown in Appendix 3. 

F. Early Transition Benefits 

1. Limited Circumstances.  Under certain circumstances, Transitioning 

Households may be eligible to receive certain Transition Benefits before receipt of a Notice to 

Move.  

a. The In-Lieu Payment Option may be available earlier, if, and only if, 

TIDA provides written notice to Transitioning Households offering an early opportunity to 

receive an In-Lieu Payment, which may be conditioned on the Household moving out of its 

Existing Unit by a specified date (“Notice of Early In-Lieu Payment Option”).  

b. The Unit Purchase Assistance Option is available at any time a 

Transitioning Household completes the purchase of a new Dwelling on NSTI, unless the 

Transitioning Household has previously lost its status as a Transitioning Household by accepting 

an In-Lieu Payment or moving into a Transition Unit.  

IV. INTERIM MOVES 

A. Required Interim Moves 

Some Transitioning Households will be required to make an Interim Move from one Existing 

Unit to another Existing Unit on TI. 

An Interim Move will be required for those Transitioning Households that reside in areas 

proposed for redevelopment in an early phase of development.  Although not currently 

anticipated, Interim Moves also may be required in later phases of development.  Transitioning 

Households required to make an Interim Move will receive a First Notice to Move not less than 

90 days before the Move Date and a Second Notice to Move not less than 60 days before the 

Move Date.  
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B. Benefits for Interim Moves 

Transitioning Households required to make an Interim Move may elect to move to an 

Existing Unit on TI under the following terms: 

1. Size.  The offered Dwelling will have at least the same number of bedrooms 

as the Existing Unit unless the Transitioning Household elects to move to a smaller unit.  The 

Transitioning Household may be offered a Dwelling that has a greater number of bedrooms if the 

available Dwellings with the same number of bedrooms as the Existing Unit will result in a 

reduction in total square footage from the Existing Unit by 10% or more.   

2. Rent.  The initial monthly rent for Transitioning Households making an 

Interim Move to an Existing Unit on TI will be determined as set forth below.  In each case, the 

initial monthly rent will be subject to annual increases calculated by the Rent Board Adjustment. 

a. If the offered Dwelling has the same or a greater number of bedrooms 

as the Existing Unit, the initial monthly rent for the offered Dwelling will be the lesser of: (a) the 

rent the Transitioning Household is paying for its Existing Unit on the date of the First Notice to 

Move; or (b) the market rent that TIDA would otherwise charge for the offered Dwelling on the 

date of the First Notice to Move. 

b. If Transitioning Household has elected to move to an offered Dwelling 

with fewer bedrooms than its Existing Unit, the initial monthly rent on the offered Dwelling will 

be the lesser of: (a) the monthly rent for the Existing Unit on the date of the First Notice to Move, 

reduced by 10% for each reduction in bedroom count, or (b) the market rent that TIDA would 

otherwise charge for the offered Dwelling on the date of the First Notice to Move.  For example, 

if a Transitioning Household occupies an Existing Unit with four bedrooms on the DDA 

Effective Date, but elects in an Interim Move to move into an offered Dwelling with two 

bedrooms, the initial monthly rent under (a) would be 80% of the monthly rent on the Existing 

Unit on the date of the First Notice to Move.   

3. Unit Selection.  The Notice to Move for an Interim Move will provide 

information on the process for Transitioning Households electing to move to an Existing Unit on 

TI to select a Dwelling.  

4. Status as Transitioning Household.  The Transitioning Household will retain 

its status as a Transitioning Household following an Interim Move, and will continue to be 

eligible for Transition Benefits as long as the Household continues to meet the eligibility 

requirements stated in Section II.A.1.d (Determination of Household Eligibility for Transition 

Benefits). 

C. Option to Elect In-Lieu Payment 

Instead of making an Interim Move, Transitioning Households may elect the In-Lieu 

Payment Option in accordance with Article VI (Description of In-Lieu Payment Option). 
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V.  DESCRIPTION OF TRANSITION UNIT OPTION 

A. Transition Unit Option 

1. Time of Option.  The Transition Unit Option is available for Transitioning 

Households only after TIDA delivers a Notice to Move for a Long-Term Move.  

2. Benefits.  Transitioning Households will have the opportunity to rent a newly-

constructed Transition Unit on Treasure Island.  Transitioning Households that elect to move into 

the offered Transition Unit will be eligible for Actual Reasonable Moving Expenses or a Moving 

Expense Allowance. 

3. Designated Unit.  TIDA will designate at least one Transition Unit for each 

Transitioning Household selecting the Transition Unit Option.   

4. Loss of Status.  A Transition Unit will be offered to each Transitioning 

Household unless it has lost its status as a Transitioning Household by its prior receipt of 

Transition Benefits for a Long-Term Move or it no longer meets the eligibility requirements 

stated in Section II.A (Determination of Household Eligibility for Transition Benefits). 

5. Leases for Income-Restricted Units.  Leases for Households with Section 8 

vouchers, Tax Credit Eligible Households and others occupying Transition Units assisted with 

state, federal, or local housing funds will be subject to applicable regulations and requirements of 

such funding programs.  

6. Loss of Option.  TIDA’s obligation to provide a Transitioning Household 

selecting the Transition Unit Option with a Transition Unit will be deemed to be satisfied if the 

Transitioning Household is offered and refuses to accept the Transition Unit offered. 

B. Standards Applicable to Transition Units 

1. Size.  Except as provided below, a Transition Unit offered to a Transitioning 

Household under the Transition Unit Option must contain the same number of bedrooms as in 

the Existing Unit.  Exceptions include: 

a. Program regulations of certain government housing programs (e.g. 

tenant-based Section 8) may limit the number of bedrooms that participating Transitioning 

Households can be offered.   

b. In determining the size of a Transition Unit, Post-DDA Tenants, 

Persons in Unlawful Occupancy and other Persons ineligible for Transition Benefits are excluded 

as Persons in the Transitioning Household, but Post-DDA Tenants will be allowed to move into a 

Transitioning Household’s Transition Unit.   

c. If the Transitioning Household is smaller when it moves into the 

Transition Unit than it was when its eligibility was established, TIDA will offer a Transition Unit 
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with one bedroom per Person remaining in the Transitioning Household up to a maximum of 

four bedrooms.  

2. Decent, Safe and Sanitary.  The Dwelling must be “Decent, Safe and 

Sanitary,” which means it:  

a. conforms with all applicable provisions for existing structures that 

have been constructed under state or local building, plumbing, electrical, housing and occupancy 

codes, and similar ordinances or regulations; 

b. has a continuing and adequate supply of potable water; 

c. has a kitchen or an area set aside for kitchen use that: (i) contains a 

sink in good working condition connected to hot and cold water and to an adequate sewage 

system; and (ii) has utility service connections and adequate space for the installation of a stove 

and a refrigerator; 

d. has an adequate heating system in good working order that will 

maintain a minimum temperature of 70 degrees in all habitable rooms, and all rooms must be 

adequately ventilated;  

e. has a bathroom, well lit and ventilated and affording privacy to a 

person within it, containing a lavatory basin and a bathtub or stall shower, properly connected to 

an adequate supply of hot and cold running water, and a flush closet, all in good working order 

and properly connected to a sewage disposal system;  

f. has an adequate and safe wiring system for lighting and other electrical 

services;  

g. is structurally sound, weather tight, in good repair, and adequately 

maintained;  

h. has a safe unobstructed means of egress leading to safe open space at 

ground level that conforms to building and fire codes;  

i. has at least one room that has not less than 150 square feet of floor 

area, and other habitable rooms, except kitchens, that have an area of not less than 70 square feet; 

j. has sleeping room(s) that include at least 70 square feet of habitable 

floor space for the first occupant and 50 square feet of habitable floor space for each additional 

occupant; and 

k. is available to the Transitioning Household regardless of race, color, 

sex, marital status, religion, or national origin in a manner consistent with Title VIII of the Civil 

Rights Act of 1968 and any other applicable local, state, or federal nondiscrimination laws. 
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C. Required Information for Option 

1. Relevant Household Information.  Transitioning Households must provide all 

of the following information to receive the Transition Unit Option: 

a. Household Income; 

b. Household composition and size, including: (i) the full names of all 

Household members and relationship of Household members to each other; (ii) age and number 

of any children and elderly members of the Household; (ii) whether any members of the 

Transitioning Household are disabled; (iii) whether any members of the Transitioning Household 

are Adult Students; and (iv) special needs (social and public services, special schools, and other 

services, need for in-home care); and 

2. Time to Provide Information.  To the extent all required information is not 

provided at the interview, Transitioning Households wishing to obtain Transition Benefits will 

have 30 days after the interview to provide all required information to TIDA. 

D. Calculation of Household Income 

A Transitioning Household’s annual Household Income will be determined using the current 

Tenant Income Certification Form (see Appendix 1).  

 Households will be required to verify Household Income with third-party documentation 

such as W-2 forms, pay check stubs, tax returns or other forms of verification.  Monthly 

Household Income will be determined based on the most recent 12 month period preceding the 

First Notice to Move. 

E. Calculation of Base Monthly Rental Cost 

The Transitioning Household will be offered a Transition Unit at an initial rent not 

exceeding the Base Monthly Rental Cost as determined below: 

1. Adjustments for Changes in Bedroom Count.  If the size of the Transitioning 

Household changed after the Effective Date, and the Transition Unit contains fewer bedrooms 

than the Household’s Existing Unit as provided in Section V.B(1)(c) (Standards Applicable to 

Transition Units), for purposes of determining the Base Monthly Rental Cost the monthly rent for 

the Existing Unit will “Adjusted for Changes in Bedroom Count,” according to the following 

calculation:  (a) calculate the Existing Unit’s monthly rent by adding any annual Rent Board 

Adjustments to the rent for the Existing Unit on the DDA Effective Date; (b) multiply (a) by the 

product of 10% times the reduction in bedroom count and (c) deduct the applicable Utility 

Adjustment.  For example, if a Transitioning Household originally rented an Existing Unit with 

four bedrooms but due to changes in the Transitioning Household’s size received a unit with two 

bedrooms, the monthly rent would be reduced by 20% and adjusted for the applicable Utility 

Allowance based on the new unit bedroom count.   
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2. Households Participating in Governmental Housing Programs 

a. Tax Credit Eligible Households:  Base Monthly Rental Cost for Tax 

Credit Eligible Households will be the lesser of: (i) the Existing Unit’s monthly rent on the DDA 

Effective Date, plus annual Rent Board Adjustments, then Adjusted for Changes in the Bedroom 

Count (as defined below), if applicable, less Utility Adjustment; (ii) 30% of the Transitioning 

Household’s Average Monthly Income; or (iii) the maximum allowable rent under applicable tax 

credit regulations less Utility Adjustment.  Tax Credit Eligible Households will be offered a 

Transition Unit in housing financed with low income housing tax credits and may be required to 

certify Household Income annually while occupying the rent-restricted unit.   

b. Households with Section 8 Vouchers:  Base Monthly Rental Cost for 

Households with Section 8 vouchers will be the fair market rent for a Dwelling for the 

Household size under Section 8 program regulations, less Utility Adjustments. 

3. Low Income Household (defined in Calif. Health & Safety Code § 50079.5):  

Base Monthly Rental Cost for Low Income Households that do not include Adult Students will 

be the lesser of: (a) the Existing Unit’s monthly rent on the DDA Effective Date, plus annual 

Rent Board Adjustments, then Adjusted for Changes in the Bedroom Count, if applicable, less 

Utility Adjustment; or (b) the maximum rent for a Low Income Household allowed by Health 

and Safety Code § 50053, less Utility Adjustment.   

4. Moderate Income Household (defined in Calif. Health & Safety Code 

§ 50079.5):  Base Monthly Rental Cost for Moderate Income Households that do not include 

Adult Students will be the lesser of: (a) the Existing Unit’s monthly rent on the DDA Effective 

Date, plus annual Rent Board Adjustments, then Adjusted for Changes in the Bedroom Count, if 

applicable, less Utility Adjustment; or (b) the maximum rent for a Moderate Income Household 

allowed by Health and Safety Code § 50053, less Utility Adjustment. 

5. All Other Transitioning Households:  Base Monthly Rental Costs for all other 

Households, consisting of: (i) Transitioning Households that are not Tax Credit Eligible 

Households, Households with Section 8 vouchers, Low Income Households, or Moderate Income 

Households; (ii) Transitioning Households that include an Adult Student; and (iii) Transitioning 

Households that do not provide the required Household information within 30 days after their 

interview under Section III.B (Interview Household and Offer Advisory Services) will be the 

lesser of: (a) the Existing Unit’s monthly rent on the DDA Effective Date, plus annual Rent 

Board Adjustments, then Adjusted for Changes in the Bedroom Count, if applicable, less the 

Utility Adjustment; or (b) the market rent that would otherwise be charged for the Transition 

Unit. 

F. Lease Terms for Transition Unit; Occupancy Verification 

1. Lease Terms.  The following will apply to each Transitioning Household 

accepting a Transition Unit, except for Tax Credit Eligible Households and Households with 

Section 8 vouchers (whose leases will comply with applicable federal regulations):  
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a. The Transitioning Household will enter into a lease containing the 

following key terms: (i) an initial period of 12 months, with automatic renewal on a month-to-

month basis; (ii) a limitation on annual rent increases to the Rent Board Adjustment; (iii) a 

statement that the Transitioning Household may remain in the Transition Unit as long as the 

Household remains in Good Standing under its lease, and a description of the events that will 

cause the Household to be in default of its lease; and (iv) a prohibition against subleasing.  

b. Each lease for a Transition Unit will require the Transitioning 

Household to: (i) identify each occupant of the Household by name; (ii) acknowledge that 

subleasing is not permitted and that subleasing will be a default under the lease; 

(iii) acknowledge that at least one member of the Transitioning Household must maintain the 

Transition Unit as his or her primary Dwelling; (iv) cooperate fully with any subsequent 

occupancy verification; and (v) comply with all other terms of the lease. 

2. Right to Verify Occupancy by Transitioning Household.  TIDA, or any 

subsequent owner or property management company for the Transition Unit, will have the right 

to verify occupancy of the Transition Unit at any time.  If a Transitioning Household does not 

cooperate with an occupancy verification request or any member of the Household is discovered 

to have provided knowingly false responses: (a) the entire Transitioning Household will lose the 

right to continue to rent at the Base Monthly Rental Cost; (b) rent will be increased to the then-

current market rate; and (c) future rent increases will not be limited to the Rent Board 

Adjustment.  In addition, TIDA, or any subsequent owner or property management company for 

the Transition Unit will have the right to charge and collect the additional rent it would have 

charged, had the rents not been reduced under these Transition Rules and Regulations. 

3. Termination of Lease for Transition Unit.  If the Transition Unit is no longer 

occupied by any members of the Transitioning Household, the Transitioning Household’s lease 

for the Transition Unit will terminate. 

VI. DESCRIPTION OF IN-LIEU PAYMENT OPTION 

A. In-Lieu Payment Option 

1. Time.  A Transitioning Household may elect to receive an In-Lieu Payment in 

response to a written offer from TIDA.  TIDA currently anticipates offering the In-Lieu Payment 

Option at the following times: 

a. when TIDA delivers a Notice to Move for an Interim Move to a 

Transitioning Household;  

b. when TIDA delivers a Notice of Early In-Lieu Payment Option, 

currently anticipated to occur during a specified period between TIDA’s approvals of Major 

Phase 2 and Major Phase 4; and  

c. when TIDA delivers a Notice to Move for a Long-Term Move to a 

Transitioning Household. 
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2. Calculation of Payment.  The amount of the In-Lieu Payment will be 

calculated using the schedule for Relocation Payments for No Fault Evictions published and 

updated annually by the San Francisco Rent Board (as of the date of the calculation, the “Rent 

Board Schedule”).  The 2010 In-Lieu Payment Schedule, based on the 2010 Rent Board 

Schedule, adjusted for up to four adults, is attached as Appendix 2.  The Transitioning 

Household’s In-Lieu Payment will be the product of the payment per adult tenant in the Rent 

Board Schedule times the number of adults in the Transitioning Household, up to a maximum of 

four, plus any of the following applicable adjustments: 

a. if the Transitioning Household includes elderly or disabled Persons, 

the product of the payment per elderly or disabled Person under the Rent Board Schedule times 

the number of elderly or disabled persons in the Transitioning Household; and 

b. if the Transitioning Household includes any minor children, an 

additional lump sum equal to the payment for minors under the Rent Board Schedule. 

c. In determining the number of adults in a Transitioning Household, 

Post-DDA Tenants and, Persons in Unlawful Occupancy and other Persons ineligible for 

Transition Benefits are excluded as Persons in the Transitioning Household.  

  

3. Effect of Election.  Transitioning Households that elect to receive the In-Lieu 

Payment: 

a. will no longer be eligible for the Transition Unit Option or the Unit 

Purchase Assistance Option 

b. will not receive moving assistance;  

c. will be required to vacate their Existing Units by the date specified in 

the Notice to Move or Notice of Early In-Lieu Payment Option to receive the In-Lieu Payment; 

and 

d. upon written request to TIDA, will be placed on the Premarketing 

Notice List if not already listed. 

VII. DESCRIPTION OF UNIT PURCHASE ASSISTANCE OPTION  

Transitioning Households that elect to receive the Unit Purchase Assistance Option will 

be entitled to Down Payment Assistance. 

A. Down Payment Assistance 

1. Amount of Payment.  A Transitioning Household electing the Unit Purchase 

Assistance Option will receive “Down Payment Assistance” described in this Section.  The 

amount of Down Payment Assistance will be equal to the amount the Transitioning Household 

would have received had it chosen an In-Lieu Payment, based on the Rent Board Schedule and 
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the number of eligible members in the Transitioning Household, up to four Persons, when the 

Household enters into the purchase contract for the new Dwelling on NSTI. 

2. Conditions to Payment.  A Transitioning Household electing to purchase a 

new Dwelling on NSTI will receive Down Payment Assistance only if: (a) the Household meets 

all applicable eligibility criteria to purchase the new Dwelling; (b) its purchase offer for the new 

Dwelling is accepted; and (c) the purchase closes escrow.  No Household is guaranteed that its 

offer to purchase a new Dwelling on NSTI will be accepted, and the purchased Dwelling need 

not be similar in size, bedroom count, and amenities to the Existing Unit previously occupied by 

the Household.   

3. Escrow and Closing.  Down Payment Assistance will be paid at closing into 

escrow.  TIDA will verify the Transitioning Household’s eligibility for and amount of the Down 

Payment Assistance to lenders and sellers of Dwellings during escrow upon request.  If escrow 

does not close, the escrow officer will be instructed to return any Down Payment Assistance 

funds on deposit to TIDA.  

4. Termination of Status.  A Transitioning Household that elects to receive the 

Down Payment Assistance and closes its purchase on a new for-sale Dwelling on NSTI: 

a. will no longer be eligible for the Transition Unit Option or the In-Lieu 

Payment Option 

b. will not receive moving assistance;  

c. will be required to vacate its Existing Unit by the date specified in the 

Notice to Move; and  

d. will be removed from the Premarketing Notice List. 

VIII. ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE 

A. Premarketing Assistance 

1. Definitions.  The following definitions will apply to the Assistance described 

in this Section VIII.A (Premarketing Assistance): 

a. “Post-Transition Household” means a Transitioning Household that 

previously received an In-Lieu Payment. 

b. “Post-Transition Tenant” means a Person who was a member of a 

Transitioning Household that previously received an In-Lieu Payment. 

c. “Premarketing Notice List” means that email contact list that TIDA 

will maintain to provide notice of a Premarketing Window. 
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d. “Premarketing Window” means a specific and limited time period of 

no less than 30 days before the Dwellings in each new for-sale housing development on NSTI are 

offered for sale to the general public. 

e. “Sunset Date” means the date that is seven years after the date that a 

Transitioning Household or a Post-Transition Tenant is placed on the Premarketing Notice List.  

2. Early Notice.  Transitioning Households, Post-Transition Households, and 

Post-Transition Tenants and Post-DDA Tenants on the Premarketing Notice List will have the 

opportunity to make purchase offers on Dwellings in each new for-sale housing development on 

NSTI during the Premarketing Window.   

a. If the purchase offer of a Transitioning Household that is not a Post-

Transition Household is accepted: (i) the Transitioning Household also may select the Unit 

Purchase Assistance Option to receive Down Payment Assistance under Section VII.A (Down 

Payment Assistance); and (ii) TIDA will remove the Transitioning Household from the 

Premarketing Notice List after close of escrow.  Post-Transition Households are not eligible for 

Down Payment Assistance.   

b. If the purchase offer of a Post-Transition Tenant or Post Transition 

Household is accepted and escrow closes, TIDA will: (i) remove the Post-Transition Tenant or 

Post Transition Household from the Premarketing Notice List; and (ii) have no further obligation 

to the Post-Transition Tenant or Post Transition Household under these Transition Housing 

Rules and Regulations.  Post-Transition Tenants are not eligible for Down Payment Assistance.   

c. A Transitioning Household whose purchase offer is not accepted may 

stay on the Premarketing Notice List for subsequent notices of Premarketing Windows until the 

earliest of: (i) the date escrow closes on a subsequent purchase offer; (ii) the date the 

Transitioning Household moves into a Transition Unit; or (iii) the Sunset Date.   

d. Post-Transition Households and Post-Transition Tenants whose 

purchase offers are not accepted may stay on the Premarketing Notice List for subsequent notices 

of Premarketing Windows until the earlier of: (i) the date escrow closes on a subsequent purchase 

offer; or (ii) the Sunset Date.   

3. Notice List.   

a. Each Transitioning Household and Post-Transition Household must: 

(i) provide TIDA with the names of Household members, the designated Household contact’s 

name, and an email address for notices; and (ii) notify TIDA of any changes to Household 

information to remain on the Premarketing Notice List.  

b. Each Post-Transition Tenant must: (i) provide TIDA with an email 

address for notices; and (ii) notify TIDA of any changes in the email notice address to remain on 

the Premarketing Notice List. 
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c. TIDA will have no obligation to: (i) verify that email notices that are 

sent are actually delivered; or (ii) update contact information of Transitioning Households, Post-

Transition Households, or Post-Transition Tenants that do not notify TIDA that their email 

addresses have changed.  TIDA will remove Transitioning Households, Post-Transition 

Households, and Post-Transition Tenants and Post-DDA Tenants from the Premarketing Notice 

List on their respective Sunset Dates if they are then still on the list. 

4. Required Acknowledgement.  Before TIDA is obligated to add contact 

information to the Premarketing Notice List, each member of a Transitioning Household, Post 

Transition Household, and Post-Transition Tenants and Post-DDA Tenants will be required to 

sign an acknowledgment that neither TIDA nor any for-sale housing developer will be 

responsible for: (a) ensuring that the contact email address provided is current; (b) any 

inadvertent omission from the Premarketing Notice List, as long as the housing opportunity is 

marketed generally in the San Francisco area; or (c) guaranteeing that a Transitioning Household 

or a Post-Transition Tenant will qualify to purchase a new Dwelling. 

5. Developer Notice Requirements.  For-sale housing developers will be required 

to provide TIDA with advance notice of the Premarketing Window for each new for-sale housing 

development on NSTI, stating: (a) the start and end dates of the Premarketing Window; (ii) for 

each available Dwelling, the unit address, number of bedrooms, and initial offered price; (iii) the 

date(s) on which interested Transitioning Households, Post-Transition Households, and Post-

Transition Tenants and Post-DDA Tenants may tour the available Dwellings; and (iv) contact 

information for an authorized representative of the housing developer who can answer questions 

about the available Dwelling(s).  TIDA will send email notices to all Transitioning Households, 

Post-Transition Households, and Post-Transition Tenants and Post-DDA Tenants on the 

Premarketing Notice List before the Premarketing Window begins.  

6. No Preferential Treatment.  Transitioning Households, Post-Transition 

Households, and Post-Transition Tenants and Post-DDA Tenants on the Premarketing Notice 

List will be offered the same purchase terms for the for-sale units as those offered to the general 

public. 

a. Inclusionary units will be offered at a specified below-market-rate 

price to Transitioning Households, Post-Transition Households, and Post-Transition Tenants and 

Post-DDA Tenants that meet all qualifying income and occupancy criteria for that Dwelling.  

b. The purchase price of all other for-sale Dwellings will be the market-

rate price. 

c. Transitioning Households, Post-Transition Households, and Post-

Transition Tenants and Post-DDA Tenants will be required to qualify to purchase any Dwellings 

offered for sale during the Premarketing Window in the same manner as other members of the 

general public.   
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d. The Premarketing Window does not guarantee that a Transitioning 

Household, Post-Transition Household, or Post-Transition Tenant or Post-DDA Tenants will 

qualify for the purchase or that its purchase offer will be accepted.   

B. Moving Assistance 

1. Covered Moving Expenses.  All Transitioning Households that make Interim 

Moves and that select the Transition Unit Option for a Long-Term Move will receive either 

Actual Reasonable Moving Expenses or a Moving Expense Allowance.  Actual Reasonable 

Moving Expenses will include:  

a. transportation of persons and property upon NSTI; 

b. packing, crating, unpacking, and uncrating Personal Property; 

c. insurance covering Personal Property while in transit; 

d. connection charges imposed by public utilities for starting utility 

service;  

e. the reasonable replacement value of Personal Property lost, stolen, or 

damaged (unless caused by the Transitioning Household or its agent) in the process of moving, 

where insurance covering such loss, theft, or damage is not reasonably available; and  

f. the removal of barriers to the disabled and installations in and 

modifications to a disabled Person’s new Dwelling as needed to accommodate special needs. 

2. Allowance Alternative.  A Transitioning Household electing a self-move for 

an Interim Move or a Long-Term Move into a Transition Unit will be paid according to the 

Moving Allowance Schedule in Appendix 3 promptly after filing a claim form provided by 

TIDA and vacating the Existing Unit, unless the Household seeks and is granted an advance 

payment to avoid hardship. 

3. Advance Payment to Avoid Hardship.  A Transitioning Household may be 

paid for anticipated moving expenses in advance of the actual move.  TIDA will make an 

advance payment whenever the Household files a claim form provided by TIDA supported by 

documents and other evidence that later payment would result in financial hardship.  Particular 

consideration will be given to the financial limitations and difficulties experienced by low and 

moderate income residents. 

4. Moving Expense Claims.  A claim for payment of Actual Reasonable Moving 

Expenses must be supported by a bill or other evidence of expenses incurred. 

a. Each claim greater than $1,000 for the moving costs incurred by a 

Transitioning Household hiring a moving company must be supported by at least 2 competitive 

bids.  If TIDA determines that compliance with the bid requirement is impractical, or if the 
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claimant obtains estimates of less $1,000, a claim may be supported by estimates instead.  TIDA 

may make payment directly to the moving company. 

b. A Transitioning Household’s Actual Reasonable Moving Expenses 

will be exempt from regulation by the State Public Utilities Commission.  TIDA may effect the 

moves by directly soliciting competitive bids from qualified bidders for performance of the work. 

 Bids submitted in response to such solicitations will be exempt from regulation by the State 

Public Utilities Commission. 

C. Assistance to Force Majeure Households. 

In the event a Force Majeure Household is required by TIDA or any other agency to move 

from an Existing Unit off of NSTI as a result of a natural disaster or other condition that makes 

the Existing Unit uninhabitable prior to the Household receiving a First Notice to Move ("Force 

Majeure Household"), the Force Majeure Household shall remain eligible for all Transition 

Benefits it would otherwise have been eligible for upon receipt of a First Notice to Move. The 

Force Majeure Household will not be eligible for Transition Benefits until such time as the First 

Notice to Move would have been given for the Existing Unit as determined by the 

implementation of the Development Plan for the area of NSTI where the Existing Unit was 

located.  Any In-Lieu Payment Option or Down Payment Assistance will be reduced by any 

amounts paid to the Force Majeure Household by TIDA or any other public agency at the time 

the Force Majeure Household moved out of the Existing Unit, including any payments for 

moving expenses or replacement housing payments. 

 

IX. IMPLEMENTATION OF TRANSITION HOUSING RULES AND REGULATIONS  

A. Administration 

1. Information Program.  TIDA will maintain an information program using 

meetings, newsletters, and other mechanisms, including local media, to keep Villages residents 

informed on a continuing basis about: (a) TIDA’s transition housing program and other 

information about the redevelopment process; (b) the timing and scope of any anticipated Interim 

Moves; (c) the timing and scope of anticipated Long-Term Moves, (c) procedures for 

implementing and making claims under these Transition Rules and Regulations; and (d) other 

information relevant to these Transition Rules and Regulations. 

2. Nondiscrimination.  TIDA will administer these Transition Housing Rules and 

Regulations in a manner that will not result in different or separate treatment on account of race, 

color, religion, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, familial status, or any basis 

protected by local, state, or federal nondiscrimination laws.  

3. Site Office.  TIDA may establish a site office that is accessible to all 

Households to provide advisory assistance described in Section III.B (Interview Households and 

Offer Advisory Services).  If TIDA establishes a site office, it will be staffed with trained and 

experienced personnel, who may be third-party housing specialists. 
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4. Amendments.  These Transition Rules and Regulations may be amended by 

TIDA from time to time by a resolution of the TIDA Board adopting an amendment at a duly 

noticed public meeting.  

B. Household Records 

1. Contents.  TIDA will maintain records for each Household containing 

information obtained during interviews, documents submitted by residents, and existing files of 

its property manager.  The records will contain a description of the pertinent characteristics of the 

Persons in the Household, the assistance determined to be necessary, and the Household’s 

decisions on Transition Benefits.  Members of a Transitioning Household will have the right to 

inspect their own Transitioning Household records to the extent and in the manner provided by 

law.   

2. Confidentiality.  Household income information is confidential and will only 

be used for its intended purpose.  Confidential information will not be disclosed to third parties 

outside of the Household unless all members of the Household provide their written consent to 

disclosure or a valid court order requires disclosure.   

3. Publication of Aggregate Resident Data.  TIDA will have the right to publish 

aggregate data about the resident population on NSTI, including information that is segmented 

according to aggregate Villages resident data and aggregate TIHDI resident data.   

X. CLAIM AND PAYMENT PROCEDURES; TERMINATION OF TRANSITION 

HOUSING ASSISTANCE 

A. Filing Claims; Tax Forms 

1. Written Claims Required.  TIDA will provide claim forms for payment under 

these Transition Rules and Regulations.  All claims for In-Lieu Payments and Down Payment 

Assistance must be submitted to TIDA with the Household’s notice of election of that specific 

Transition Benefit.  All claims for moving expense payments must be submitted to TIDA within 

six months after the date on which the claimant makes an Interim Move or moves into a 

Transition Unit.   

2. Tax Forms.  TIDA: (a) makes no representations about the tax treatment of 

any payments or benefits of monetary value any Person receives under these Transition Housing 

Rules and Regulations; (b) will require all Persons who receive an In-Lieu Payment, Down 

Payment Assistance, moving assistance, or any other payment under these Transition Housing 

Rules and Regulations to provide TIDA with valid Social Security numbers for all recipients; and 

(c) will file W-9 forms for all payments and benefits of monetary value made or provided to any 

Person under these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations. 

B. Treatment of Dependents 

1. Allocation of Transition Benefits.  The following will apply to any Person 

who derives 51% or more of his or her income from one or more Persons within the same 
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Transitioning Household in an Existing Unit (the “Supporting Household”) or otherwise meets 

his or her living expenses primarily through the monetary support of the Supporting Household 

(a “Dependent”). 

a. A Dependent who lives with the Transitioning Household will not be 

entitled to any Transition Benefit except as a part of the Household, and will be counted as a 

member of the Transitioning Household for determining Household size. 

b. If the Dependent’s primary Dwelling, as determined by voter 

registration, driver’s license, or other forms of verification, is different from that of the 

Supporting Household when the Supporting Household selects and receives a Transition Benefit, 

the Dependent will not be counted as part of the Transitioning Household when determining: 

(i) the size of a Transition Unit; (ii) the amount of an In-Lieu Payment; or (iii) the amount of 

Down Payment Assistance.  

2. Documentation of Dependent Status.  Any Transitioning Household claiming 

a Dependent must provide third-party documentation that it is a Supporting Household.  TIDA 

will have the right to require that the Supporting Household and Dependent, if applicable, 

provide copies of tax returns filed for tax years preceding the claim. 

C. Adjustments for Multiple Claims; Nontransferability 

1. Multiple Claimants.  The amount of an In-Lieu Payment, Down Payment 

Assistance, or Moving Expense Allowance will be determined based on the total number of 

eligible members in the Transitioning Household.  All adult members of a Household must sign 

the claim form and any other required documents as a condition to TIDA’s obligation to pay 

Transition Benefits and moving assistance.   

2. Multiple Claims.  A single claim form for each payment claim by a 

Transitioning Household is preferred, but not required.  Unless otherwise specified in a claim 

form, TIDA will issue separate checks to each adult in the Transitioning Household in equal 

shares, adjusted for Dependents and elderly or disabled members of the Household.  If two or 

more eligible Persons in a single Transitioning Household submit more than one claim for any 

payment under these Transition Rules and Regulations, which in the aggregate exceed the 

payment limits to be made to the entire Transitioning Household, TIDA will pay each eligible 

claimant an equal share of the payment, up to the aggregate amount of the payment limits.  As 

provided in Section VII.A (Down Payment Assistance), Transitioning Households that choose 

Down Payment Assistance will not receive direct payment; TIDA will deposit the entire amount 

of any Down Payment Assistance directly into escrow. 

3. Nontransferability.  The right to Transition Benefits and other assistance under 

these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations is personal to each member of a Transitioning 

Household and is not a property right.  Therefore, a Transitioning Household’s member’s right to 

Transition Benefits and other assistance cannot be transferred by contract, inheritance, or any 

other means. 
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D. Termination of TIDA’s Obligations 

1. Termination of Right to Transition Benefits.  TIDA’s obligation to provide 

Transition Benefits to a Transitioning Household under these Transition Housing Rules and 

Regulations will terminate under the following circumstances: 

a. The Transitioning Household moves off NSTI before receiving a 

Long-Term Notice to Move or a Notice of Early In-Lieu Payment Option. 

b. The Transitioning Household moves to a Transition Unit and receives 

all moving assistance to which it is entitled. 

c. The Transitioning Household moves off-NSTI after receiving a Notice 

to Move or a Notice of Early In-Lieu Payment Option and receives an In-Lieu Payment. 

d. The Transitioning Household moves from an Existing Unit to a new 

for-sale Dwelling on NSTI and receives Down Payment Assistance. 

e. The Transitioning Household refuses reasonable offers of assistance, 

payments, and a Transition Unit after receiving a Notice to Move. 

f. TIDA determines a Household is not or has ceased to be a 

Transitioning Household or is otherwise not entitled to Transition Benefits. 

2. Acknowledgement of Change in Status upon Receipt of Benefits.  Each 

member of a Transitioning Household that receives Transition Benefits will be required to 

acknowledge in writing that he or she has received or is about to receive the Transition Benefits, 

and, upon receipt, the Household will cease to be a Transitioning Household entitled to any 

Transition Benefits, other assistance, and advisory services under these Transition Housing Rules 

and Regulations. 

3. Records as Evidence.  TIDA will be entitled to rely on and use its written 

offers of Transition Benefits to a Transitioning Household that refuses them, and all other 

information in the Transitioning Household’s records, as evidence in any grievance proceeding or 

lawsuit. 

4. Notice of Status.  Except for a change in status after the Transitioning 

Household receives a Transition Benefit, TIDA will provide written notice of any determination 

that a Household is not or has ceased to be a Transitioning Household or is otherwise not entitled 

to Transition Benefits, delivered to the Transitioning Household’s last known address. 

5. Termination of Other Assistance.  TIDA’s obligations to provide moving 

assistance and to provide notices of Premarketing Windows will terminate as provided in 

Article VIII (Other Assistance). 
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XI. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES  

A. Administrative Remedies 

1. Right to Appeal and Be Represented by Counsel.  Any member of a 

Household, and any Household, that disagrees with a TIDA determination regarding eligibility 

for Transition Benefits, the proposed amount of payment, or the adequacy of the Transition Unit 

to which the Transitioning Household was referred may appeal the determination, but the Person 

or Household (individually, or as a Household, the “Grievant”) must exhaust the prescribed 

administrative remedies before seeking judicial review.  The Grievant will be entitled to be 

represented by an attorney at his or her, or the Household’s, own expense at all stages of review 

under these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations.   

2. Executive Director Review.  The first step in administrative remedies 

available to a Grievant is the right to an appeal to the Executive Director of TIDA, as follows: 

a. The Grievant must make a written request for review by the Executive 

Director no later than 12 months after the Grievant receives either a Long Term Notice to Move 

or an Interim Notice to Move.  The Grievant’s written request must state the basis for the claim 

and the relief sought.   

b. The Grievant will be entitled to meet with the Executive Director and 

to present additional evidence and information that the Grievant has not presented previously 

through the interview process.  

c. The Executive Director will make a determination based on the 

information the Grievant has provided to TIDA through the interview processes as well as any 

additional information presented by the Grievant.  

d. The Executive Director must make a final determination in writing, 

stating the reasons for the determination within six weeks after conferring with the Grievant. 

3. Hearing Before Relocation Appeals Board.  If the Grievant is not satisfied 

with the Executive Director’s determination, the second step in the administrative remedies 

available to a Grievant is an appeal to the Treasure Island Relocation Appeals Board (the 

“RAB”), which will be determined according the procedures below. 

a. No later than 30 days after the TIDA Executive Director delivers his or 

her written determination under Section XI.A.2 (Executive Director Review) to the Grievant, the 

Grievant must submit a written appeal to the RAB, with a copy to TIDA, stating the basis for his 

or her claim and the relief sought by the Grievant.  If the Grievant wishes to submit information 

in addition to that previously provided to TIDA, the additional information must be submitted 

with the written appeal, and TIDA will have 30 days to provide a response to any new material. 

b. The RAB will review and reconsider the Grievant’s claim in light of: 

(i) all material upon which the Executive Director based his or her original determination, 

including these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations; (ii) the Grievant’s written request for 
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an appeal; (iii) any additional written or relevant documentary material submitted by the 

Grievant; (iv) any material submitted by TIDA in response to new information submitted by the 

Grievant with the appeal; and (v) any further information that the RAB, in its discretion, obtains 

by request to ensure fair and full review of the claim.   

c. The RAB may choose to hold a hearing, and must hold a hearing if 

requested by the Grievant.  All RAB hearings will be public meetings subject to state and local 

public meeting laws.  The RAB’s review will be limited to whether the Grievant is entitled to the 

claimed relief under these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations.  Its determination must be 

based on the information presented during the appeal and these Transition Rules and 

Regulations.  All members of the RAB shall be required to disclose in a public meeting any 

communications and contacts such member has had with the Grievant outside of the hearing.  

The RAB will not be authorized to make any monetary award (including attorneys’ fees and costs 

of appeal) other than a payment authorized under these Transition Rules and Regulations.   

d. The RAB must issue a written determination to the Grievant and TIDA 

no later than six weeks from receipt of the last material submitted by any party or the date of the 

hearing, whichever is later, stating: (i) the RAB’s decision; (ii) the basis upon which the decision 

rests, including any pertinent explanation or rationale; and (iii) a statement that the Grievant may 

appeal the decision in accordance with the procedure set forth below.    

e. The RAB may reject an appeal for untimeliness by a written statement 

to the Grievant. 

4. Administrative Law Judge Review.  The final step in administrative remedies 

available to a Grievant is an appeal to an administrative law judge (“ALJ”) on the Rent Board 

staff who is assigned to hear appeals under these Transition Rules and Regulations, as follows: 

a. No later than 30 days after the RAB delivers its written determination 

under Section XI.A.3 (Hearing Before Relocation Appeals Board) to the Grievant, the Grievant 

must submit a written appeal to the ALJ, and deliver a copy of the appeal to TIDA at the same 

time, stating the basis for the claim and the relief sought.   

b. TIDA will have 15 days after a signed appeal is filed with the ALJ to 

provide the ALJ with copies of information related to the Grievant’s case, including all 

additional evidence or information submitted by the Grievant to the RAB and TIDA’s records 

related to the Grievant. 

c. The assigned ALJ may attempt to resolve the dispute without a 

hearing, but is not required to do so. 

d. The ALJ will conduct a hearing unless the dispute has been resolved 

before the hearing date.   

e. The ALJ must make a final determination in writing, stating the 

reasons for the determination, and deliver the determination to the Grievant, with a copy to TIDA 
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at the same time.  The ALJ determination must include a statement that the Grievant has 

exhausted administrative remedies under these Transition Rules and Regulations.  

5. Right to Judicial Review.  The Grievant may seek judicial review after the 

administrative remedies described above have been exhausted. 

XII. PROPERTY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

A. Eviction 

1. Grounds for Eviction.  In addition to all other grounds under the Residential 

Leases and California law, TIDA may initiate eviction proceedings to remove a Household from 

its Existing Unit:  

a. after the date specified in a Notice to Move for an Interim Move or for 

a Long-Term Move has passed, and: (i) the Household is a Transitioning Household that has 

refused TIDA’s offers of a Transition Benefit, including the right to relocate to a Transition Unit; 

or (ii) the Household is a Transitioning Household that has not vacated its Existing Unit after 

selecting and receiving a Transition Benefit; or (iii) the Household is a Post-DDA Household and 

has failed to vacate the Existing Unit after receipt of a Notice of Move. 

b. after TIDA issues a notice to move due to: (i) a major disaster as 

defined in § 102(2) of the federal Disaster Relief Act of 1974; (ii) a state of emergency declared 

by the President of the United States or the Governor of the State of California; or (iii) any other 

emergency, or other condition, as determined by a Federal, State or Local governmental entity or 

department with jurisdiction over the premises, that requires the Household to move immediately 

from the Existing Unit because continued occupancy of the Existing Unit by the Household 

constitutes a substantial, or potential, danger to the health or safety, or both, of the Household, or 

the Existing Unit has become uninhabitable. 

B. Post-DDA Tenants 

1. Notice of Status.  Before prospective Post-DDA Tenants move into any 

Existing Unit, TIDA will inform them:  

a. that the Existing Unit will be available only for an interim period 

pending redevelopment of NSTI;  

b. of the projected date that the Existing Unit is expected to be vacated 

and demolished for development, if known;  

c. that, along with all other Villages residents, all Post-DDA Tenants will 

receive periodic notices from TIDA with updates about the progress of the project;  

d. that TIDA will provide 90 days’ notice of the date by which they must 

vacate their Existing Unit; and 
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e. that no Post-DDA Tenant is eligible for Transition Benefits under 

these Transition Rules and Regulations or relocation benefits under applicable relocation laws. 

2. Advisory Services.  Post-DDA Tenants are not eligible for Transition Benefits 

under these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations, unless an exception under Section II.A.1 

(Defined Terms for Determining Eligibility) applies, but are eligible for advisory services under 

Section III.B (Interview Households and Offer Advisory Services). 

XIII. INTERPRETATION 

A. Rules of Interpretation and Severability 

1. The captions preceding the articles and sections of these Transition Housing 

Rules and Regulations and in the table of contents have been inserted for convenience of 

reference only and must be disregarded in interpreting these Transition Housing Rules and 

Regulations.  Wherever reference is made to any provision, term, or matter in these Transition 

Housing Rules and Regulations, the term “in these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations “ 

or “hereof” or words of similar import, the reference will be deemed to refer to any reasonably 

related provisions of these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations in the context of the 

reference, unless the reference refers solely to a specific numbered or lettered section, 

subdivision, or paragraph of these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations.   

2. References to all laws, including specific statutes, relating to the rights and 

obligations of any person or entity mean the laws in effect on the effective date of these 

Transition Housing Rules and Regulations and as they are amended, replaced, supplemented, 

clarified, or superseded at any time while any obligations under these Transition Housing Rules 

and Regulations are outstanding, whether or not foreseen or contemplated.   

3. The terms “include,” “included,” “including,” and “such as” or words of 

similar import when following any general term, statement, or matter may not be construed to 

limit the term, statement, or matter to the specific items or matters, whether or not language of 

non-limitation is used, but will be deemed to refer to all other items or matters that could 

reasonably fall within the broadest possible scope of the term, statement, or matter, and will be 

deemed to be followed by the phrase “without limitation” or “but not limited to.”   

4. Whenever required by the context, the singular includes the plural and vice 

versa, the masculine gender includes the feminine or neuter genders and vice versa, and defined 

terms encompass all correlating forms of the terms (e.g., the definition of “waive” applies to 

“waiver,” waived,” waiving”). 

5. The provisions of these Transition Housing Rules and Regulations are 

severable, and if any provision or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid by 

a final order or judgment of a court with valid jurisdiction over the matter, the invalid provision 

will not affect the other provisions or the application of those Transition Housing Rules and 

Regulations that can be given effect without the invalid provision or application. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Sample of Tenant Income Certification Form 

(as published by the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee) 
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APPENDIX 2 

2011 In-Lieu Payment Schedule 

Based on the 2010 San Francisco Rent Board Relocation Payments for No Fault Evictions 

(Adjusted for maximum of four adults) 

 

 
 
 
 

Date of Second 

Notice to Move 

In-Lieu Payment 

Amount Due Per Tenant 

Maximum In-Lieu 

Payment Amount Due 

Per Unit 

(Maximum of 4 Adults) 

PLUS 

Additional Amount Due 

for Each Elderly (60 

years or older) or 

Disabled Tenant or 

Household with Minor 

Child(ren) 

3/01/11 – 2/29/12 $5,101.00 $20,404.00 $3,401.00 
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APPENDIX 3 

Sample Moving Expense Allowance Schedule 

(as published by the California Department of Transportation) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fixed Moving Schedule 

CALIFORNIA (Effective 2008) 

Occupant Owns Furniture: 

      1 room                            $625 

      2 rooms                          $800 

      3 rooms                        $1,000 

      4 rooms                        $1,175 

      5 rooms                        $1,425 

      6 rooms                        $1,650 

      7 rooms                        $1,900 

      8 rooms                        $2,150 

      Each additional room      $225 

Occupant does NOT Own 

Furniture: 

      1 room                            $400 

      Each additional room       $65 



 

 

APPENDIX 4 

Definitions 

The following terms used in these Transition Rules and Regulations are defined as follows: 

“Actual Reasonable Moving Expenses” is defined in Section VIII.E (Moving 

Assistance). 

“Adjusted for Changes in Bedroom Count” is defined in Section V.E.1 (Adjustment 

for Changes in Bedroom Count). 

“adult” means a Person 18 years old or older. 

“Adult Student” means an adult who, during the previous 12 months, was enrolled in 

two or more courses concurrently at an accredited educational institution, unless the Person is: 

(1) receiving assistance under Title IV of the Social Security Act; (2) enrolled in a job-training 

program; or (3) in a Transitioning Household composed entirely of full-time Adult Students who 

are single parents and are not listed as Dependents on someone else’s tax return or who are 

married and file a joint return.    

“ALJ” is defined in Section XI.A.4 (Administrative Law Judge Review).  

“Average Monthly Income” when used in determining Base Monthly Rental Cost, 

means the Transitioning Household’s Household Income divided by 12. 

“Base Monthly Rental Cost” means the amount that a Transitioning Household will pay 

as its initial rent for a Transition Unit, calculated as explained in Section V.E (Calculation of 

Base Monthly Rental Cost).  

“Base Redevelopment Act” is defined in Section I.A (Background). 

“BRAC” is defined in Section I.A (Background).  

“CEQA” is defined in Section I.A (Background).  

“City” means the City and County of San Francisco, a municipal corporation organized 

and existing under the laws of the State of California, or, as the context requires, the area within 

the City’s jurisdictional boundaries. 

“DDA” is defined in Section I.A (Background).   

“DDA Effective Date” is defined in Section I.E (Effective Date). 

“Decent, Safe, and Sanitary Housing” means a Dwelling that meets the minimum 

requirements specified in Section V.B (Standards Applicable to Transition Units).  

“Dependent” is defined in Section X.B.1 (Treatment of Dependents). 



 

 

“Development Plan” is defined in Section I.A (Background). 

“Down Payment Assistance” means the Transition Benefit offered as part of the Unit 

Purchase Assistance Option, described in Section VII.A (Down Payment Assistance).  

“Dwelling” means the primary Dwelling of a Household, including a single-family 

residence, a single-family residence in a two-family building, multi-family or multi-purpose 

building, or any other residence that either is considered to be real property under state law or 

cannot be moved without substantial damage or unreasonable cost.   

“elderly” means a Person who is 60 years of age or older. 

“Existing Unit” is defined in Section II.A.1 (Defined Terms for Determining Eligibility).  

“First Notice to Move” means a written notice to a Household, as described in 

Section III.A (First Notice to Move). 

“Good Standing” is defined in Section II.A.1 (Defined Terms for Determining 

Eligibility).  

“Grievant” is defined in Section XI.A (Right to Appeal and Be Represented by 

Counsel).  

“Household” is defined in Section II.A.1 (Determination of Household Eligibility for 

Transition Benefits). 

“Household Income” means the total annual income of a Household including the total 

annual income of all adults, determined according to the then-current Tenant Income 

Certification Form published by the Tax Credit Allocation Committee. 

“Households with Section 8 Vouchers” means Transitioning Households that meet all 

of the criteria for occupying a Dwelling under Section 8 regulations and has been allocated a 

Section 8 Voucher..  

“HUD” means the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development or any 

successor federal agency. 

“In-Lieu Payment” means the Transition Benefit offered to Transitioning Households in 

the In-Lieu Payment Option, described in Section VI.A (In-Lieu Payment Option). 

“In-Lieu Payment Option” means the Transition Benefit offered to Transitioning 

Households described in Article VI (Description of In-Lieu Payment Option). 

“Interim Move” is defined in Section I.D (Overview and Program Framework).   

“Long-Term Move” is defined in Section I.D (Overview and Program Framework).   



 

 

“Low Income Household” means a Transitioning Household: (1) whose income does not 

exceed the qualifying limits for lower income Households as determined in accordance with 

Health and Safety Code Section 50079.5; and (2) that does not contain any Adult Students.  

“minor” means a member of a Household who is under 18 years of age, excluding foster 

children, the head of Household, and a spouse of a member of the Household. 

“Moderate Income Household” means a Household: (1) whose income exceeds the 

maximum income limitations for a Low Income Household, but does not exceed 120% of area 

median income as determined in accordance with Health and Safety Code Section 50093; and 

(2) that does not contain any Adult Students. 

“Move Date” is defined in Section III.C.1 (Second Notice to Move).  

“Moving Expense Allowance” is defined in Section III.E (Complete the Move). 

“Notice of Early In-Lieu Payment Option” is defined in Section III.F (Early Transition 

Benefits). 

“Notice to Move” means a First Notice to Move or a Second Notice to Move, as 

appropriate in the context. 

“NSTI” is defined in Section I.A (Background). 

“Person” means an individual. 

“Personal Property” means tangible property that is situated on real property vacated or 

to be vacated by a Transitioning Household and that is considered personal property under the 

state law, including fixtures, equipment, and other property that may be characterized as real 

property under state or local law, but that the tenant may lawfully and at his or her election may 

move.   

“Post-DDA Tenant” is defined in Section II.A1 (Determination of Household Eligibility 

for Transition Benefits). 

“Post-Transition Household” is defined in Section VIII.A (Premarketing Assistance).  

“Post-Transition Tenant” is defined in Section VIII.A (Premarketing Assistance).  

“Premarketing Notice List” is defined in Section VIII.A (Premarketing Assistance). 

“Premarketing Window” is defined in Section VIII.A (Premarketing Assistance). 

 “RAB” is defined in Section XI.A.3 (Hearing before Relocation Appeals Board).  



 

 

“Rent Board Adjustment” means the annual rent increases allowed by the San Francisco 

Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Board under Chapter 37 of the Administrative 

Code.  

“Rent Board Schedule” is defined in Section VI.A.2 (Calculation of Payment). 

“Residential Lease” is defined in Section II.A.1 (Defined Terms for Determining 

Eligibility.   

“Second Notice to Move” means a written notice to a Household, as described in 

Section III.C (Second Notice to Move). 

“Section 8” means Section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937.  

“Sunset Date” is defined in Section VIII.A (Premarketing Assistance). 

“Supporting Household” is defined in Section X.B.1 (Treatment of Dependents). 

“Tax Credit Eligible Household” means a Transitioning Household that meets all of the 

criteria for occupying a Dwelling subject to a low income housing tax credit regulatory 

agreement, including maximum income limitations (generally not exceeding 60% of area median 

income).  

“Tenant” means a Person who rents or is otherwise in lawful possession of a Dwelling, 

including a sleeping room, that is owned by another Person. 

“Term Sheet Resolution” is defined in Section I.A (Background). 

“The Villages” is defined in Section I.A (Background). 

“TICD” is defined in Section I.A (Background). 

“TIDA” is defined in Section I.A (Background).  

“TIDA Board” is defined in Section I.A (Background).  

“TIHDI” is defined in Section I.A (Background). 

“Transition Benefits” is defined in Section I.B (Purpose). 

“Transition Housing Rules and Regulations” is defined in Section I.A (Background). 

 “Transition Unit” is a newly-constructed Dwelling on Treasure Island that meets the 

standards of Section V.B (Standards Applicable to Transition Units). 

“Transition Unit Option” means the benefit offered to Transitioning Households 

described in Article V (Description of Transition Unit Option). 



 

 

“Transitioning Household” is defined in Section II.A. (Determination of Household 

Eligibility for Transition Benefits). 

“Unit Purchase Assistance Option” means the Transition Benefit offered to 

Transitioning Households, described in Article VII (Description of Unit Purchase Assistance 

Option). 

“Unlawful Occupancy” is defined in Section II.A.1 (Determination of Household 

Eligibility for Transition Benefits). 

“Utility Adjustment” means the amount by which rent for a Transition Unit will be 

adjusted downward to reflect any utilities that are not included in the rent of the Transition Unit, 

if the same utilities were included in the rent of the Existing Unit.  The downward rent 

adjustment will be calculated according to the Utility Allowance Schedule. 

“Utility Allowance Schedule” means the schedule published by the San Francisco 

Housing Authority to determine allowances for tenant-furnished utilities for Dwelling Units in 

the City.  If the San Francisco Housing Authority publishes a Utility Allowance Schedule that 

includes allowances for energy efficient appliances or Dwelling Units, the energy efficient 

schedule will be used for the Utility Adjustment.  For these Transition Housing Rules and 

Regulations, only allowances specifically allocated to electricity, natural gas, trash, water, and 

sewer, if applicable, will be considered. 


